Let them eat bread:
Consumer protection in Kenya
25 May 2021

On May 24, 2021, the Competition Authority of
Kenya (CAK or Authority) issued a notice to the
manufacturers of bread on how to label the
breads sold to consumers. The CAK claimed the
producers were in contravention of Section 55 of
the Competition Act 12 of 2012 (“Act”). Section
55(a)(i) of the Act states that “a person commits
an offence when, in trade in connection with the
supply or possible supply of goods or services or
in connection with the promotion by any means
of the supply or use of goods or services, he—
(a) falsely represents that— (i) goods are of a
particular standard, quality, value, grade,
composition, style or model or have had a
particular history or particular previous use” .
The This section found application in, inter
alia, relation to the labelling of FMCG such as
bread sold to consumers.
The CAK’s first concern was that the labels on the
bread were illegible, thereby denying the consumer
sufficient information. Second, the producers were
directed to adjust the information on the wrappers
from “Best before” to “Sell by” to indicate the date
of expiration. This adjustment will make this
information clearer to the consumers, according to
the Authority. Sources close to the investigation
stated that bread manufacturers had taken liberties
with proper labeling previously and had been
‘mischievous’ with labels, as they initially placed the
expiration date on the disposable part of the wrapper,
thereby depriving consumers of reliable information
after opening the packaging. Thereafter, upon being
directed by the regulator that the information should
be on the actual bread wrapper, the manufacturers
purportedly caused the printing of the information to
be illegible.
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Regarding the issue of weight and ingredients, the
bread manufacturers now have an obligation to
indicate the correct weight as well as the ingredients
of their breads. It was found that some breads
alleged to have milk or butter while in reality they did
not. Such conduct by manufactures amount to false
information. This is itself a breach of the law under
both the Competition Act and the Standards Act.
The CAK has the overarching consumer
protection mandate, as provided under the
Constitution and the Competition Act of Kenya. While
carrying out this consumer protection mandate, the
Authority must consult with the Kenya Bureau of
Standards in all matters involving definition and
specification of goods and the grading of goods by
quality. Indeed in 2016, the Authority entered into a
memorandum of understanding (MOU) to enhance
cooperation with Kenya Bureau of Standards.
Section 60 (1) of the Competition Act also makes it
an offence for any person to supply goods which do
not meet the consumer information standards
prescribed by law.

Ruth Mosoti, a competition and consumer protection
attorney with Primerio Ltd. in Nairobi, notes that the
Authority’s chief “essentially informed the
producers that compliance with the law was not a
pick-and-choose buffet style option. In this
instance, the consumer information standard is
defined under the Standards Act and that is why the
bread manufacturers have been directed to comply
as Authority head Mr. Wang’ombe Kariuki correctly
put it.” Kariuki stated: “manufacturers have no
latitude to elect which laws to adhere to”. The
specific standards in question refer to labeling.
The Authority has taken a soft enforcement approach
with a focus on compliance rather than imposing the
maximum penalty as prescribed by law.
Contraventions of the consumer protection provisions
attract a penalty of a maximum of ten million Shillings
($100,000) or imprisonment for a term not exceeding
five years. One can only assume that the assertion
by the Authority that no actual harm to consumers
had been recorded yet as a result of the
contraventions by the bread manufacturers must
have influenced this soft-enforcement approach.

